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Greater Macarthur 2040 Plan  

A Department of Planning press release 15.09.2017 promises biodiversity corridor to protect fauna 

and that low density housing will “complement”  Gilead, my comment is how on earth can hundreds 

of dark roof houses squashed in without room for a tree in their backyards complement a property 

that should have a National Heritage Listing.  

Page 16 Place paragraph 5  

This paragraph states that “koalas are not just protected but embraced for the growth and 

development of the community” Please also see Department of Planning Press Release 15.09.2017 

Although Council has funded surveys by Dr Phillips, surveys undertaken by State Government and 

the developer appear to be more about not finding Koalas than actually finding them, and it is now 

obvious that the decision to re zone Mount Gilead by the Dept. of Planning was made on the 

findings of Ecological which could be construed as at least understated.  

Dr Steven Phillips – A survey undertaken by Dr Phillips on behalf of Council found a high number of 

Koala Scats and a Squirrel Glider and he also recommended some 450 metre wildlife corridors across 

the property. State Government appear to have completely ignored this survey.  

Ecological – The original survey on behalf of the developers did not see any koalas but assumed they 

were there, and they dismissed all scats found on Mount Gilead by Dr Phillips as being male and that 

all Koalas killed outside Mount Gilead by vehicle strike were not on the property therefore, did not 

count. These assumptions appear to have been  made without scientific fact and without scats being 

DNA tested for sex type of animal or number of animals utilizing the property.  

If a member of the public were to make these assumptions and say that all scats were female or 

even mixed they no doubt would have been dismissed, but both State and Federal Government 

appear to accept this explanation above all other consultants and logic.  

Dr Martin Schultz – Koala Scat Survey on behalf of State Government (2018) on the eastern side of 

Appin Road and to the south of Mount Gilead. Dr Shultz stated that there had been 20 days of 

intense heat, the ground was cracked and Koalas would probably be sheltering in wooded areas, but 

his survey was to only look under paddock trees and he found a surprising amount of Koala scats 

under these.  This Report has not been released to the public. 

Assoc. Prof. Matthew Crowther – On behalf of State Government was given the task to review 

temporary fencing along Appin Road (2018). This report has not been made public, but it was based 

on the wrong map, also the position of the temporary fencing and the length of the temporary 

fencing.  Temporary Fencing is the wording OEH gave to Matthew Crowther for this report.  In the 

report he does state that densities, numbers, sex and whether they are breeding should be looked at 

in full, and that wildlife corridors should be installed across Appin Road,  as his Report could not 

cover these.  

Prof. Robert Close – He and his team undertook a 27 year study of the Campbelltown Koala 

population; his Report is almost completed, but cannot be released at the moment. His Report 

discusses number of Koalas within the population, breeding circles, home territories, movement 
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etc., and he makes it clear that a corridor across Mount Gilead should be retained for the health of 

the Koala population.  

I am not sure how many expert consultants OEH requires to state that corridors are required across 

Mount Gilead, but I would like to see a drastic change, not experiment into whether or not native 

animals can cross the emplacement area, Appin Bulli Road, but allow them to continue to use their 

traditional corridors instead.   

A corridor across the Appin Campbelltown road and  running along the fence line of Beulah to the 

Nepean River with an extension along Woodhouse Creek would certainly be a functional and one 

would think wide enough corridor to ensure the future health of all native animals.  

Prof. Close makes it clear that the number of Koalas in a population is not important, but their ability 

to disperse and expand is of more importance. (We believe that this ability to move freely is one of 

reasons why they are expanding). 

Tristan Lee As part of his MSc studies at the University of Sydney Prof. Close assisted a student 

Tristan Lee who found through DNA testing that there were three distinct Koala populations in the 

Sydney Basin of which only the Campbelltown Koala population is Chlamydia free, based on that all 

Koalas tested have shown no symptoms.  

Dr Johnson Australian Museum A member of the advisory committee NSW Strategic Plan states that 

Koalas have it in them to follow corridors which is probably why they are moving west as the Koala 

population increases in size. They cannot stay with their parents as they will be killed by older larger 

males, and females will normally not allow the offspring both male and female to stay in close 

proximity.  

The NSWKoala Strategic Plan does not even mention the Cambelltown Koala population and did not 

feel the need to survey for Koalas in the Campbelltown Council Area until the last couple of months.  

 RMS has completely refused to install overhead or underground wildlife corridors across Appin Road 

and the developers ecologist for Mount Gilead at first did not see any Koalas on the property and 

has since stated that there are only male koalas on the property and any killed on Appin Road 

outside the property were not on Mount Gilead and therefore do not count.   

Logic tells us that Koalas do not just materialise on the road outside of Mount Gilead and that they 

were either travelling from Mount Gilead or into the property, and that without DNA testing 

government should not assume the Koalas on Mount Gilead were all male, but more likely to be a 

mixture of male, female and female with joeys.  

Planned fencing along a small area of Appin Road and a concrete barrier to be installed by the 

developer will increase the likelihood of Koalas being hit be vehicles especially once the Appin Road 

upgrade is completed. 

State Government including OEH must by now have realised that the Campbelltown Koala 

population is the last clinically tested Chlamydia free and expanding population within mainland 

Australia and the protection of their wildlife corridors and that their habitat be given priority over 

that of development for houses. 
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OEH and RMS has stated that they do not want Koalas to enter housing developments on the 

western side of Appin Road, but appear perfectly content for these same animals to enter St Helens 

Park and Rosemeadow to face the same problems they would have if allowed to travel across Mount 

Gilead.  This attitude is not consistent and to say the least confusing.  

Wildlife Corridors must be included in all developments and overhead or underground corridors 

installed under or over Appin Road between Noorumba Reserve Mount Gilead and Beulah and at 

least two other overhead or underground corridors installed between Campbelltown and Appin.  

RMS are now considering a wildlife corridor at Ousedale Creek, several properties will need to be 

purchased and the proposed corridor re vegetated which could take years to become useful as trees 

would need to grow to a size to become Koala feed trees.  

Paintball, a greyhound track and motor cross facilities would need to be purchased which would take 

three sporting venues away from local and the wider community.  

All these funds to purchase land and re vegetate land at Ousedale Creek  would be better spent 

purchasing Mount Gilead and allow the poor native animals to continue moving through the 

landscape on their journey to the west.  

A culvert over Bow Bowring Creek on the Hume Highway is being used by native animals to allow 

them to enter and leave the Australian Botanic Gardens, although this is a large culvert the same 

principle with a smaller culvert could be utilised to allow native animals to cross Appin Road.  

Page 20 Heritage Objectives Paragraph 2 and Page 23 Planning principles protect all heritage 

items   

Heritage buildings and natural environment are being consistently eroded way in the Macarthur 

region; local residents have been trying to make State Government understand the pride we feel in 

these areas or buildings, but to no avail as it appears nothing will stop their value being downgraded 

or destroyed.  

Mount Gilead is one such property and by now I would hope that Government realise that the 

devaluation of Mt. Gilead, Beulah and Camden Park House is unacceptable to us. 

The proximity and break in landscape will devalue the heritage listed Beulah and Camden Park 

House properties.  A part of the Camden Park House listing is the uninterrupted view to Mount 

Gilead.  

Mount Gilead has been nominated for both National and State Heritage Listing and it is described on 

the OEH web site as being of “exceptional significance as a cultural landscape on account of the 

nationally rare surviving features within it, its intactness as an estate”   

The website goes on to describe a property that should be kept in its entirety for the benefit of 

future generations and not used to build 10,000 small, heat and air polluting properties which are an 

insult to Australian heritage. 

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1291064 

https://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/heritageapp/ViewHeritageItemDetails.aspx?ID=1291064
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Roads and the Transport Corridor have been proposed to cut across Heritage listed properties which 

shows a total disregard for the value of heritage and has made a mockery of any noble wording in 

this Plan.  

Page 21 WaterNSW Upper Canal 

The 2040 Plan states that “The Canal has significant heritage value” but fencing erected along the 

canal in another part of Campbelltown has been cut and I am told children play in it, and it is obvious 

that this will happen when development proceeds along its path. Graffiti and other acts of vandalism 

are sure to lessen the heritage value of Canal.  

Aboriginal Heritage  

I believe that Aboriginal heritage is as important as any other heritage be it built or environmental, it 

is a major part of Australian history and should not be downgraded as is often the case.  

On Mount Gilead and no doubt future development properties some artefacts have been removed 

from the area, but pathways used by generations of Aboriginal people along waterways will be 

destroyed despite the Aboriginal peoples request to not alter them, along with over 30 marked trees 

along Appin Road which will no doubt be destroyed.  

The marked trees could at least be mounted in concrete on  the Mount Gilead property and form an 

area to honour the Aboriginal people along the development side of the concrete barrier and a 

twenty metre strip of trees planted so that any tree dwelling animal that manages to cross the Appin 

Road will at least have somewhere to hide in and perhaps move to Noorumba Reserve or Beulah. 

Page 23 Public domain  

The governments Five Million Trees project seeks to increase trees, but this needs to be where 

development is to go ahead.  

Illegal piles of tree mulch are now being dumped thorough out the region as there are hundreds of  

trees being destroyed on new housing developments, and most of these developments are stripped 

bare of all vegetation as developers appear to require a flat featureless site before they start 

building.  

BioCertification credits for the protection of Cumberland Plain Woodland and Koala habitat on 

Mount Gilead have been awarded to Wollondilly Shire and Fernhill both outside the Campbelltown 

Council area, in reality Campbelltown is fast becoming a treeless city.  

Even today signs indicate that Campbelltown was “Australian first green city” in fact Governor 

Macquarie named Campbelltown after his wife Elizabeth Campbell, because it was a green and 

beautiful area. Weare told that he did this when they were visiting Varrow Ville House.  

Page 24 Planning  

Contrary to the principles suggested within this section, at Airds children are now walking on the 

road too and from school because paths are either nonexistent or the green council strip is too 

narrow for them to walk on.  
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Each lot is so small that cars are also parked on the council strip which blocks their use as a pathway 

and although trees are planted it is only a matter of time before they are damaged or destroyed by 

accidental vehicle strike.  

Bushland is and will continue to be destroyed to be replaced by the odd exotic tree species. 

Development in our region will continue to create a greater than acceptable loss of tree canopy.  

Page 24 Land ownership Objectives Paragraph six schools, open space, park and recreation  

No new schools or extension to schools has been commenced in Campbelltown and the rise in 

demountable classrooms is obvious, classes are already growing in size and school facilities such as 

halls are now becoming too small for the number of children who have to end up sitting outside in 

the sun.  

Even private schools such as Macarthur Anglican School has waiting lists for some school years and 

limited numbers can be accepted in other years. I cannot speak for other private schools as two of 

my grandchildren attend Macarthur Anglican and two attend a public school.  

Although the Plan discusses affordable housing in reality as most residents have to travel outside of 

the area for work they are spending a large amount of their income on fares which in the end adds a 

considerable amount of money to household bills.  

With 56,900 dwellings being built between Glenfield and Appin it is obvious that jobs will not be 

found for all these people and unemployment and traffic chaos will become even worse than it is 

already.  

Perhaps in the end public transport will keep up with development, but the Macarthur train line has 

lost the direct train to Parramatta and non air conditioned trains are making travelling a nightmare, 

At the moment The 2040 Plan plus extra developments are totally dependent on vehicles for 

residents to travel to work, shop or take the children to school.  

Page 27 Regional Infrastructure Now 

Refers to Dharawal State Recreation Area (SRA) which should read Dharawal National Park, there are 

two small areas of SRA one in Wedderburn and one near to South 32 offices.  

A vehicle is required to reach the Dharawal National Park. 

Menangle Park Paceway is privately owned and the public are justifiably not allowed to use it as a 

picnic facility walking or running track and therefore, it is only being used by a small number of local 

residents and a large number of visitors from outside the region.  

All public health services, schools, sporting facilities are already becoming overcrowded, Ambarvale 

Oval and Koshigaya Park are both overused and in the drought grass in Koshigaya Park was almost 

eroded away because of the volume of people using it. Vehicles are required to access all of these 

areas or public buildings and car parking is not growing with the number of new residents utilising 

these area from Campbelltown, Camden and Wollondilly council areas.  
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Page 29 Power network  

I have not seen any evidence of an increase in electricity infrastructure to keep in pace with present 

development for housing, new zone substations will be built one day, but promises do not supply 

electricity and it is the unwise house owner who does not keep alternative lighting and cooking 

facilities handy because of power outages in this region.  

Provide good quality enabling Infrastructure 

Cataract dam is now down to 27%. Despite a letter being sent to the Minister he has not issued a 

statement to say that future water supplies can be guaranteed and local residents do not believe 

that water supplies will be able to keep up with the existing number of residents even without the 

huge increase in development. 

On a visit to Cataract Dam this morning there was only an environmental flow being released from 

the Dam, I have visited and stayed at the dam for over 30 years and have never before seen a day 

when the flow to the Sydney dams has not been running.  

The Dam is now down over 12 metres from high level, the desalination plant may help residents in 

some parts of Sydney, in four months time, but existing and new residents in the Macarthur Area 

depend on locally collected water for everyday drinking water.  

Page 30 Landscape character 

The Plan acknowledges the open views the need to increase urban tree canopy, tourism etc., but 

fails to acknowledge that most of these areas will be covered in concrete, dwellings, roads and a 

huge loss of native trees.  

Heat Island Effect is mentioned but neither government or the public could have imagined the 

amount of heat and humidity residents in this region are having to contend with this year and no 

doubt into the future.  

As further building and concrete are installed so the heat island effect will increase.  

I contacted Dulux and they were surprised to hear that government prefer dark colour roofs and 

paintwork, although they can supply these colours they suggested that the following colours be used 

in Australian conditions: 

We as a paint company suggest that lighter colours be used on roofs and on exterior surfaces 

to avoid the increase of heat being absorbed into the surface of the home and thus increasing 

the temperature inside the home. 

In the case of Colorbond Colours for roofs we suggest using colours such as - Colorbond 

Surfmist, Colorbond Paperbark, Colorbond Evening Haze, Colorbond Shale Grey, Colorbond 

Dune, Colorbond Windspray and Colorbond Pale Eucalypt. 
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Page 31 be informed by a landscape assessment 

Retaining views and landscape will fail dismally once subdivision and earth movement begins on 

Mount Gilead and this is just the beginning of mass destruction of views, ridges, local pride, and 

public expectations and lifestyle within the Macarthur region.  

Strategic conservation planning 

Cumberland Plain Woodland(CPW)  and Koalas are acknowledged in this section of the plan, but in 

the Campbelltown council area CPW will be destroyed and the Campbelltown Koala population 

which is the core breeding area for clinically free Chlamydia and expanding Koalas is not even 

mentioned within the NSWKoala Strategy. 

 Their corridor will be cut along Appin Road, they will become overcrowded, still be killed by vehicle 

strike on Appin Road, probably become stressed which is a major threat as it reduces the immune 

system and they are more likely to contract Chlamydia or Leukaemia, the latter  through the 

retrovirus that all Koalas carry.   

Koala habitat will also be destroyed in the Wilton area and Koalas on the western side of Appin Road 

will be allowed to die out or an attempt be made to translocate them which has failed dismally in 

the past.  

The Georges River Open Space has not been incorporated into a National Park or Koala Park and 

thus far the government has only suggested a small area be retained along the eastern side of Appin 

Road.  

The NSW Koala Strategy is in fact a plan to encourage Koalas in Wollondilly to mix and contract 

Chlamydia from Koalas to the south of Appin and overcrowd Koalas in the Campbelltown region.  

The Objectives go on to state that a consideration would be to provide viable biodiversity corridors 

to separate them from development, but in the very first development at Mount Gilead the Plan has 

completely ignored its own recommendation.  

If the Georges River Parkway Road is installed then it will cut right through the Koala population at 

Kentlyn and Minto Heights and Airds. Once this happens and wildlife corridors are cut along the 

Appin Road the Campbelltown Koala population will be lost and become yet another population 

sacrificed to government mis management and greed.  

Page 32 Protecting Koalas 

As mentioned before neither the 2040 Plan or the NSW Strategic Plan will protect the core koala 

population within Campbelltown that stretches west to the Australian Botanic Gardens, east to the 

Heathcote National Park, north to Liverpool and south through Appin.  

Neither primary or secondary corridors will be maintained across Appin Road which will become a 

major transportation corridor for local and all traffic moving through the area to gain access to 

Western Sydney and the Badgerys Creek Airport complex.  

Page 33 Opportunities to raise community awareness 
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The community are very aware and have been for many years of the importance of our bushland 

and native animals. In fact if State Government has not realised the importance of these areas and 

native animals including Koalas to residents in our region and beyond they are not worthy of their 

position.  

I welcome the suggestion that koala trees and awareness for the public is acknowledged, but 

wonder where there will be room to actually plant any trees and am certain that retaining present 

bushland and corridors would be far more efficient and less costly.  

A Koala hospital, environmental centre along with educational walks should have been built in 

Campbelltown years ago, but doubt this will ever happen and if this type of facility is ever built it will 

no doubt be built in a strategically political location rather than where the core Koala population is 

located in Campbelltown.   

An ideal location would be along Kellerman Drive where a subdivision was refused by Judge Bignold 

in the 1990’s this land is beside a school, on a bus route and within reach of Campbelltown Railway 

Station, bushland behind a future environment centre and koala hospital could be utilised for 

walking tracks as there are already some fire trails on the property.  

This area has a small flat area along the road near the school where a centre and car park could be 

constructed.  

This area is Core Koala Habitat and contains both Shale Sandstone Transition Forest and Cumberland 

Plain Woodland as has male, female and female with joeys recorded  within its boundaries.  

The 2040 Plan discusses the need to retain corridors between the Georges and Nepean Rivers, 

restrict land uses within secondary wildlife corridors, but in reality development has been put before 

the retention of the most important corridors in the region at Mount Gilead. 

Page 35 Sustainable design  

Douglas Partners has pointed out that Mount Gilead has a problem with solidity, salinity, ground 

water is just 40cm below ground level and there may be a problem with Asbestos.  

 Worley Parson’s Report 4.09.2014.    Has discussed the problem of flooding on the proposed 

development on Mount Gilead 

The property is also within a Mine Subsidence Area and High Fire zone.  

Heat and climate change are also discussed on this page  

I have no doubt that all these problems will be ignored or glossed over and development will 

continue no matter what the cost is to future or existing residents, but there is no provision within 

the 2040 Plan to help future residents if their homes are affected by  building them on inappropriate 

ground other than buyer beware and a good insurance policy.  

Mount Gilead is the first of many developments within the Greater Macarthur Growth Area if 

government get this development wrong then all future developments will probably make the same 
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mistakes. It will be too late in 20 years time for a future government to admit there were huge errors 

in calculating the number of homes, lack of infrastructure which is to be put in place now.  

Page 37 discusses importance of tree canopy and vehicle emissions, air quality is already bad in the 

Macarthur region and although the 2040 Plan discusses future road and rail corridors, dwellings will 

be built first before any of this infrastructure is put in place, developments are car based and will 

remain so for many years. Both State and Federal governments are more than aware that the 

Badgerys Creek Airport will increase air pollution along with lung disease such as Asthma and Lung 

Cancer, and that air streams bring pollution to the Macarthur region from the Greater Sydney Basin, 

that it move through and eventually heads out to sea in the Goulburn region.  

Electric cars and points are suggested within the 2040 Plan, but diesel SUV’s are the choice of many 

young couples and will remain so for many years and as government is aware diesel is one of the 

most polluting fuels used in vehicles today, including trucks.  

Air pollution will increase in line with a rise in childhood asthma and lung cancer in adults, both of 

which are very high already in the Macarthur region. 

Article Sydney Morning Herald  07.02.2019 

It increases the risk of heart disease, increases the risk of stroke, and also 

new research is showing it increases the risk of diabetes, which wasn't 

previously known, and increases the chance for babies to be born 

underweight." 

Fine particle air pollution was worst in Liverpool in 2018, measuring 10.1 
micrograms per cubic metre of air (µg/m3). Chullora, Richmond, 
Parramatta North, Prospect and Campbelltown also recorded levels 
greater than 8µg/m3. 

Dr Ewald wrote in a comment piece for the Herald this represents "the 
exposure of hundreds of thousands of people in western Sydney" to 
polluted air. 
 

Page 41 Water Objectives  

The importance of the Georges and Nepean Rivers are discussed once again, flooding of the 

Hawkesbury Nepean is also mentioned, but there appears that no reference is made to flooding 

along the Georges River especially at the Glenfield causeway.  

Runoff from the Appin Road widening and development will see an increase in water entering creeks 

and rivers and government would be aware that development for housing increases the speed at 

which water enters our rivers, causing the scoring of banks and an increase in flooding unless 

retention basins and swamp areas are incorporated.  

Page 42 Waterway health 
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The Hawkesbury/Nepean has had some migrating installations put in place, but the Georges River 

remains the forgotten river as far as the government is concerned. Mining damage between Appin 

and Wedderburn has still not been mitigated, and development will only add to the man made 

problems this river has had to endure.  

 The cleanest water within the Sydney Basin enters the Georges River at Airds as this water comes 

from swamps within the Dharawal National Park and Maddens Plain and yet this fact is not 

mentioned anywhere within the 2040 Plan.  

The NPA Upper Georges River National Park proposal which is now being accessed b y NPWS would 

help protect the corridor and Koalas along the river and Penny Sharp Opposition Environment 

Minister has promised this will go ahead, but no commitment has been made by the present 

government other than perhaps a small area on the eastern side of Appin Road.  

The opposition Minister for the Environment has also said that corridors across Appin Road and 

Mount Gilead will be protected perhaps with a Two Rivers National Park. 

Treated water and road off  

No treated sewerage or road runoff  should be disposed of in creeks, Menangle Creek already has a 

huge problem with salinity and this is in turn, is released into the Nepean River and Spring Creek is 

already suffering from runoff from Campbelltown suburbs scoring the banks and taking litter and 

sedimentation into the Georges River.  

Page 48 Built form 

Once again discusses heritage items and open space, but as Beulah, Camden Park House and Mount 

Gilead are all to have their heritage value downgraded, as  open space becomes housing 

developments it does seem the 2040 Plan has ignored its own promise.  

Camden Park House listing states that uninterrupted views to Mount Gilead is one of the reasons for 

the heritage listing, but as this view will be of dark grey roof tops it will hardly be an asset.  

Page 46 discusses waste 

Local dumping areas are already full and waste is being transported further afield, the Plan discusses 

future areas for dumping, but has not included any land within the region. Waste is a very real 

problem and must be addressed before any subdivision is allowed.  

Page 45 Bushfire 

Fire is a very real problem in our region, the Canberra fires has proved that fire will quickly devour 

homes even in areas which have not been declared bush fire zones.  

Although bushland is cleared for fire protection areas, fire moves through grasslands at an alarming 

rate, sometimes quicker than through bushland and RFS has a problem keeping up with the flames. 

The 2001/2 fire started in grass at Inghams on Appin Road and was destroying houses on the 

Illawarra Escarpment four hours later, but of course Inghams will become another housing 
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development in the near future. However the speed in which fire moves must be taken into 

consideration.  

Koala Exclusion Fencing will be put in place along some parts of Appin Road and we are told that 

RFS will cut these in case of fire, but seeing is believing and the safety of RFS volunteers cutting 

fences when these same fences are hot and possibly surrounded by fire would pose a problem to the 

safety of volunteers and restrict their movement across the landscape.  

Page 52 number of homes and transport 

The number of dwellings to be built within the Glenfield to Appin corridor of 56,900 is a third of the 

184,500 figure for each district requested by the Greater Sydney Commission, but does not take into 

consideration subdivisions in Camden or Wollondilly Council areas when it comes to the supply of 

infrastructure such as schools, hospitals or public transport.  

It is obvious that if the supply of houses above the 184,500 figure for each district is exceeded then 

infrastructure will not come anywhere near demand.  

This figure of 184,500 dwellings does not include the fact that developers are requesting and will no 

doubt build a higher number of houses in each identified suburb as lot sizes are reduced to create a 

greater profit.  

For instance residents from new subdivisions Gregory Hills  are driving to Leumeah Station to catch 

trains to the city or Parramatta which has considerably increased the number of cars parked at the 

station, leaving no room for Campbelltown residents.  

Emerald Hills residents located at the Camden end of Raby Road also utilise Campbelltown railway 

stations, local schools and shopping centres.   

Page 54 shows a photograph of a Father and Son playing soccer in their backyard, but small lot sizes 

and units do not allow this to happen and ball games are being banned in most parks.  

Childhood obesity is often referred to, children and parents are alluded to as being lazy, but other 

than organised sport for which parents have to pay a great deal of money, there are now few places 

where children can safely play, kick a ball or just run around. Ipads are quickly becoming the new 

tool to entertain children, if government does not supply areas for children to play in, this problem 

will increase in the future, along with health problems.  

No quiet areas are being incorporated into any developments or possible parks in the region, 

residents need green areas where they can just sit read a book, or talk to friends and family. This 

very important and necessary activity is being completely ignored.  

These areas must be within easy walking distance from homes so that residents especially young 

Mums, the elderly and students can walk to them. 

Page 56 Local economy  

Jobs alluded to within the Plan do not equate to the number of new residents moving into the area, 

unemployment is a problem already in this region, and industrial land is not being included that will 
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be in easy walking distance to housing developments. Only 18 hectares as identified by GSC within 

the Campbelltown Council area.  

The Plan acknowledges that poultry enterprises were in the area, but does not include the large 

amount of cattle for the provision of meat and milk being produced now. In fact there is no provision 

for the growing of vegetables, meat production or it appears any reference to how this huge 

population will be able to obtain everyday food supplies grown in the Campbelltown to Wilton 

region at a reasonable cost.  

Over 90% of NSW is in drought and this has now become a major problem in the supply of fresh food 

on other occasions flood wipes out vast areas of food production, the east coast is the best option 

for food supply the Campbelltown area was a major contributor to local food production, for fruit 

and vegetables, the farmland is still available at this time, but this will soon be eroded away by 

subdivision.  

A section on how the government intends feeding existing residents plus future residents should 

have been included within the 2040 Plan. A small area will be retained for food production for 

export via Badgerys Creek airport, but would it not be a better idea to retain existing land to feed 

the existing population let alone ignore this very real problem.  

Food trucked in from other areas will make them more expensive and put a huge strain on family 

budgets who are already struggling with mortgage and other household costs. It is a known fact that 

poorer families do not eat the amount of fresh vegetables etc., of those in high paid employment.  

This is normally dismissed as that the poorer families do not have the same knowledge as richer 

families, but is more likely to be a case of economic necessity.  

At the moment with floods in the north of Queensland, fires in Tasmania and drought and floods 

inland, it is quite likely that food prices will increase, for instance the price of bananas which appears 

to be the gauge used by media have reached almost $5 per kilo and as the human population 

increases and farmland is destroyed for housing so prices must increase as more and more food is 

trucked in from further afield. 

 Sydney can no longer sustain its population in the production of food as good farmland is destroyed 

along the eastern sea board and drought affects farming inland.  

Page 57 Shopping Centres etc., must be in place before dwellings are built otherwise new residents 

will only add to roads and car parks in the Campbelltown Council area that already are already 

congested without sufficient parking spaces.  

Although we note that one is right next to or even overlapping the Heritage listed Beulah property, 

heritage ignored once again. 

Page 60 Education 

Promises of future schools are not actual schools built before development takes place even private 

schools are having problems finding spaces for new students and public schools are beginning to 

have more demountable classrooms than permanent ones. 
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Australia’s future lies in the hands and educational standards of today’s children, right across Sydney 

development is being put before any consideration for children or their teachers. Campbelltown will 

not receive a new high school and in fact Ambarvale High School will lose land when Appin Road is 

extended. It appears Wilton will not receive one either 

A good education should not be only for the elite few and should be right of every child no matter 

where they live.   

At present it appears that overcrowding in schools is a serious threat which will lead to the never 

ending problem of certain sections of Sydney producing a labouring class and other more 

economically enhanced areas and suburbs producing the majority of the plumb jobs and leaders.  

Page 62 Health 

Campbelltown public hospital is understaffed and from specialist doctors to the cleaners, who are all 

dedicated and kind people, is working beyond the expectations of the local community, because of 

lack of resources.   

Long waits in emergency, or for non urgent procedures is the norm and although some funds have 

been allocated for an extra car park etc.,   the high number of new residents expected to live in the 

region will outstrip these funds and alterations.  

The hospital perhaps above all things must be fully functional able to cope before any further 

development is allowed to go ahead.  

Page 65 Longwall Mining 

Mining is a major source of employment in the Macarthur region, but damage to buildings, rivers 

etc., is well documented and there has to come a day when longwall mining is not allowed within 

drinking water catchments where it has drained swamps and stopped the flow of water within 

creeks.  

Steel making, the port and coal loader in the Illawarra, employment within Macarthur and business 

that depend on their existence from the coal companies and employees would be seriously affected 

if mining were to stop.  

Less damage is reported in open paddocks and this is where future mining may have to continue, all 

development including Mount Gilead should not go ahead until mining has been completed and at 

least five years has been allowed for subsidence to cease, as other than damage to homes above 

longwalls, damage can be caused up to several kilometres from the actual workings  

Gas extraction is also a problem and should either cease or homes not be built within two kilometres 

of a well head.  

Page 67 Agriculture 

The Plan has not mentioned that Mount Gilead and other properties have herds of cattle for the 

meat trade, with floods to the north of Queensland, fires in Tasmania and drought in the outback it 
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appears not very little agricultural land will be left in the Macarthur area including Appin Road where 

cattle and other agricultural pursuits have not being protected.   

Mount Gilead can cope with 1000 head of cattle and over 100 ponies even during the present 

drought, mainly because water remains in dams and pumping can be undertaken from the Nepean 

River.  

Government appear to be becoming more dependent upon tree species for Koalas and the Class of 

Agricultural land rather than any historical fact. If a property has sustained cattle or agriculture for 

200 years no matter what the class of land it must be clear that the property could carry on with its 

industry and probably become more efficient with modern technology.  

 Unfortunately for future generations development at all costs has been put before the supply of 

food.  

Page 68 Movement  

The problem is, here the Plan talks about future not now, perhaps one day public transport, roads, 

car parks will catch up with development, but just how much disruption or inconvenience are the 

present and future residents expected to put up until the promised infrastructure is in place.  

Perhaps if all the promised future public transport etc., was in place now local residents would 

actually be catered for, but reality is we will go on with increasing traffic jams, vehicle dependent 

subdivisions, and loss of lifestyle for many years to come.  

       Equality and life style were a main promises in the Greater Sydney Commission Policy, but this has 

been forgotten, The 2040 Plan makes the same sort of promises and no doubt the same lack of 

memory will result.  

Page 74 Georges River Parkway  

 I was told on several occasions by Department of Planning (Brett Whitworth)  that the Georges River 

Parkway was not being considered I now see that investigations are underway. The Department has 

a copy of the Upper Georges River National Park proposal which makes it very clear that if this road 

were to go ahead it would run right through the Koala core habitat where generations of Koalas 

have been recorded.  

Is it not bad enough that wildlife corridors will not be installed across Appin Road and that 

LendLease have not been told to install 450 metre corridors or what appear to be even continuous 

corridors both east west and north south on Mount Gilead? 

If the Georges River Parkway is now going to be constructed  then it is more than likely that the 

Berejiklian Government will be held responsible for the complete destruction of the last clinically 

Chlamydia free koala population in mainland Australia.  
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Spring Farm Link Road 

Although a corridor has been identified which now stretches from the original saved corridor to 

within Mount Gilead, neither Campbelltown council or government should be allowing subdivision 

to go ahead until a final decision has been made as to where the road will run.  

Page 77 Planning pathways 

Studies will include, but not limited to: 

Lists 14 actions and unless state government can prove it I am 99.9% certain that the majority if any 

of these action or reports had been undertaken before Mount Gilead was rezoned by Department of 

Planning  

The press release goes on to say that “no koalas have been seen on Mount Gilead and no historical 

records showing their presence. “ 

A further press release 15.09.2017 states that:  “The Department of Planning and Environment 

A new land release in the Campbelltown local government area will deliver open space, a 

new village centre and a biodiversity corridor to protect vegetation and allow local wildlife to 

move through the site, the Department of Planning and Environment announced today.” 
 
Paragraph two states that arrangements will be made to deliver infrastructure to support growth 

and resolve environmental constraints.  

There is no doubt that environmental constraints have not been resolved air quality, heat and 

climate change has not been adequately addressed and from the very public local, Australia and 

worldwide condemnation of the lack of wildlife corridors between the two rivers being voiced it is 

obvious that more studies need to be undertaken and wildlife corridors across Appin Road and the 

property in place before any subdivision or earth movement is allowed.  

Furthermore, none of these reports or actions has been released to the public for comment. 

An environmental report has not been listed, including identifying threatened native mammals, birds 

or threatened woodland communities.  

From this it is obvious that the re zoning of Mount Gilead did not and continues to not be in line with 

the recommendations of the Greater Macarthur 2040 Plan, and it is only in recent months that the 

State Government has instigated ecological reports into the presence of Koalas in the Campbelltown 

region. (Stultz, Crowther as discussed earlier in my submissions) and now NPWS.  

A council funded report by Dr Steve Phillips has not been mentioned within the Plan and this is the 

only report other than the suspect report undertaken by Eco Logical Australia that has looked at the 

presence of Koalas on the property. 

I therefore, request that State Government withdraw the rezoning of Mount Gilead until all reports 

actions recommended within the Plan have been fully investigated and released to the public for 

comment.  
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If all reports had been taken into consideration I am sure that a fairer and less controversial outcome 

would have been reached.   

Time has not allowed me to check grammar etc.  

 

 

8th February 2019 
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The Department of Planning and Environment 

A new land release in the Campbelltown local government area will deliver open space, a 

new village centre and a biodiversity corridor to protect vegetation and allow local wildlife 

to move through the site, the Department of Planning and Environment announced today. 

  

Deputy Secretary Planning Services, Marcus Ray, said the land release in Mount Gilead, 

south of Campbelltown city centre will provide 1,700 new low density homes as part of the 

Greater Macarthur Priority Growth Area. 

  

While an ecological study of the rezoned area did not observe koalas on the site, and there 

are no historic records of koalas on the site, the rezoning will protect the majority of the 

existing biodiversity with a native corridor for vegetation and fauna. 

  

“The Department has rezoned part of the 210 hectares of land at Mt Gilead from rural to low 

density residential which will deliver additional residential development and greater housing 

opportunities for the people of the Macarthur region,” Mr Ray said. 

  

“This land release will provide new homes, jobs, open space, parks and services for the local 

area and is one of the first rezonings associated with the Greater Macarthur Priority Growth 

Area program. 

  

“It’s important we balance the need for more housing in Sydney, to allow local people to live 

near where they work and help first home-buyers into the market, with plenty of open space 

for people to enjoy. 

  

“Maintaining local character of neighbourhoods is also a priority. This rezoning is for low 

density housing which complements the Mt Gilead area.” 

  

Mr Ray added that Appin Road will be upgraded through a voluntary planning agreement. 

  

“As part of the land release, Lendlease has offered $45 million to upgrade Appin Road, and 

the government will also contribute $10 million to fund road improvements through the 

Housing Acceleration Fund.” 

  

The proposal was publicly exhibited between April and June 2015 and the Department 

received 50 submissions, with 19 from government agencies and 31 submissions from the 

community. Issues raised included traffic impacts, road infrastructure, pollution and 

biodiversity. 

  

These concerns have been addressed through a traffic study and consultation with the 

Environment Protection Authority. Of the 210 hectare site, 138 hectares is currently cleared 

farm land and 58 hectares will be retained as open space, riparian areas, rural land and 

vegetation including biodiversity corridors. 

  
 


